Body Psychotherapy Student Final Paper Award
Conditions of Entry 2015-2016
The award will be given to the best final paper of a student of body
psychotherapy.
•

The paper must be a substantive piece of original written work. It should
have not been published anywhere previously, though it may have been
submitted as a part of the student’s training course requirements (or
adapted from such).

•

Student should have been studying at a training Institute that is an
organizational member of EABP.

•

The paper must not have been written more than 18 months before its
submission.

•

The paper should have a minimum of 5000 words and a maximum of 7500
words and it should also include an abstract translated into English of
between 300 and 500 words. 3-5 keywords should be given.

•

It must have a theoretical section and it must also have a practical
application.

•

It should be submitted as an electronic file in Microsoft Word or in PDF
format. Font size 12pt single-spaced. The student is responsible for
delivering this on time, and in the correct format, and also for retaining a
copy.

•

All quotations must be clearly referenced: references should be given in a
regular format. We recommend APA formatting for both in-text citations and
reference list. Please visit the following website for examples pertaining to
books, journal articles, on-line citations, and other forms of reference, as
well as how to cite within the text.
citation simplifier orhttp://wiki.ubc.ca/images/6/6f/Apastyle.pdf
•

Case studies/research must have been conducted according to the EABP
Ethical Guidelines.

•

The EABP has the right to publish the English language abstracts of all prize
submissions. Authors agree to have their paper included for possible
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submission to the International Body Psychotherapy Journal subject to the
normal conditions for Journal entries.
•

Students retain all copyright and the right to publish elsewhere as well but
must inform the EABP first.

•

The jury will be composed of at least three people – at least one of which is
elected by the FORUM. A trainer of the students cannot be a member of the
jury.

•

The jury’s decision is final. Any specific complaints should be made to the
EABP Board of Directors in writing.

•

Student authors will all receive clear written feedback from the jury about
their thesis, sometime after their submission has been accepted and before
the actual award.

•

EABP Board of Directors retains the right to adapt these conditions
according to the circumstances, though not to favour or disparage any one
particular entry.
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